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An Apostolic Community On Mission
Our Supporting Structure

Pope Francis, in his encyclical 
Evangelii Gaudium invites us to be 
loving and tender revolutionaries. He invites us to practice leadership in which all 
of us are at the service of all. The Pope also proposes that we see Church 
structure anew as an inverted pyramid-a collegial, collaborating, listening 
Church. Can we reimagine the relationships that support the mission of CLC? 

To prepare our members more 
effectively for apostolic witness 

and service, especially in our daily 
environment, we assemble people 

in community who feel a more 
urgent need to unite their human 
life in all its dimensions with the 
fullness of their Christian faith 

according to our charism.  

 CLC General Principles 

CLC Canada:An Apostolic Community On Mission 

38 groups from sea to sea-What have we done for 
Christ? What are we doing for Christ? What will we 

do for Christ?  

Regional Leadership & Formation Teams 

National General Council 

World ExCo  
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Theme #1:  AN APOSTOLIC COMMUNITY ON MISSION: 
OUR SUPPORTING STRUCTURE 

1. What were the circumstances that led to the development of the four regions?

Members’ responses provided a deeper understanding of the vision which led to CLC Canada 
adopting our regional structure (formation of four regions, each with a rep to GC) in the 1990s:  

• New groups were forming but isolated and lacked ongoing formation from the top.
• Canada’s vast geography required a more local leadership to start and better support

communities, enhance communication and deliver formation.
• Regions had different needs and a more local structure would better meet those needs.
• It was hoped the new structure would foster a sense of solidarity among members, first

within the region, then as part of the National and world body, while retaining regional
identities.

2. What were/are the graces of our current organizational structure?

• The clustering of people in smaller areas has fostered a closer bond among CLC
members, enabled collective action (celebrations, formation, discernments and
common mission), called forth leaders and encouraged fidelity and commitment to the
CLC way of life

• Members identify with the larger CLC regionally but also as a national and world body.
• Regions are able to identify and better respond to needs of local communities.
• Regional leadership calls its groups to focus on key matters of CLC, suggests ways of

processing, pondering and utilizing materials and facilitates requests from National and
World.

• The Regional Council and Regional Assembly have been very fruitful in discernment and
action.

• The current structure honors our geographic and cultural diversity and identities.
• Our General Council – by ‘convening’ representatives from this diversity – lives the grace

of ‘seeing’ from different perspectives (but also poses challenges in finding unified vision
and ‘ways of proceeding.’)

• CLC Canada is a registered National body with a charitable tax status.
• CLC Canada has a strong Constitution, recently evaluated and updated (2014) as well as

the development and ongoing updating of SOPs to assist national leadership.
• There is one focal point of communication to/from CLC World.
• The ‘Elder’ dimension of our structure ‘helps carry our graced history”; is a source of

wisdom.
• Provision of Jesuit ecclesiastical assistants (nationally and regionally) assists our fidelity

to the Exercises and to our Ignatian ‘way of proceeding’.
• Having the same meeting format creates unity despite physical distance.
• God was very generous in truly helping us reach out with CLC groups from sea to sea!
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• Key organizational capacities (formation, finances) are functioning across CLC and have
evolved over time to meet the uniqueness of various locals.

2B. Has it presented any challenges? 

Financial:   
- Insufficient funds for travel, formation, national Exco face-to-face meetings and regional

needs.
- Ongoing challenge to ensure all members pay their dues.

CLC Identity/lack of unity: 
- An under-developed sense of being a national/world apostolic body; some feel ‘remote’

or distant from National, a deeper identity with region.
- There are questions about who our structure serves – the community or the apostolate?

We want a structure that serves both in a balanced way.
- “Nest building”- Some members are comfortable/satisfied to be with the familiar and

known. Interest/engagement beyond the region is not viewed as important/relevant.
- Some feel Canada has been developing 4 distinct CLCs and that regions’ development

has at times been detrimental to the National body.
- Desire and need to better connect with other CLC members across the country.
- Challenge of trying to bring self-isolating communities ‘into the fold.’
- One member asks, “How many groups really want to be in ONE community – in

CLC Canada and in ONE World CLC or are they wanting Ignatian prayer groups?”
- Ongoing questions about what the relationship should be between regions and national.
- There are questions about the effectiveness of our National Assembly and Face-to-Face

meetings, which are costly.
- It’s been a challenge to find a National unified vision and identity.

Leadership:  
- Difficulties in calling forth and filling leadership roles; regional and national positions

compete with one another to be filled.
- One member suggests the struggle to call forth CLC leaders invites us to re-imagine the

‘time and energy demands’ of roles critical to an effective governance structure.
- Perceived duplication of roles between national and regions, too many layers of

governance and need to streamline.
Renewal and membership:  

- Challenge to reach out to youth, form new communities and bring new life to CLC.
- Aging/shrinking membership:  some new communities have formed but several CLC

members lost- could end in fewer CLCs.
- Due to low numbers, those who hold executive positions are often the same ones

asked to be group guides, provide formation, etc. They are getting older and most
cannot take on any more work.  One member asks whether a national formation
coordinator would ensure this ongoing formation.

Geography:  
- Presents real challenges for communication, finances and keeping in touch.
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Regional disparities: 
- Some parts of our national structure have a ‘pool’ of leadership while others have a

dearth of trained guides. This imbalance is ‘felt’ in our current national structure.
- Some Regions have duplicated the National governing structures, while others have not.

Communication: 
- We are still struggling to integrate the formation and sharing of information intended by

this structure across our four regions.
- Difficult to know and connect with CLC members in other regions and difficult to get the

sources of wisdom from other communities in other regions to pass and share.
- Some feel too many layers of communication before getting to grassroots membership.
- We are depending upon technology to bring us together as a National community. How

to find the balance needed between technology and in person group gatherings?
Formation: 

- Some perceive a lack of uniform formation and materials.
- Not one interpretation given to world documents (i.e., the Process of Growth)

2C. Has our structure achieved the goals that led us to adopt it in the 1990s? 
• It has brought better formation, communication and information sharing from

National/World
• Our history is replete with examples, at both a regional and national level, of CLC

members collaborating in mission and delivering formation.
• On the other hand, we have seen some duplication of positions, persons, programs and

policies between regional and national levels.  Also, regional disparities in formation and
resources.

• Goals of regional structure met partially, but sense of loss of national (and world)
identity.

• While an expansion out from one’s own group has become easier, the challenge
remains now of expanding out from one’s own region.  However, this is not a fault of
the regional system, per se; it is more that its success in expanding us from our own
groups has, as yet, only gone so far.

• Rather than linking the regions closer together, there is a divide- a regional self-
sufficiency.

• The structure failed to effectively reach out to all Canada (lack of CLC groups in places
like Sask., Newfoundland and Territories].

• No authentic formation was put in place across the country. Each region took care of
their own formation that led to some disparities in formation.

• Some feel there is now a greater sense of being a world organization.
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3. Are there any ways in which our structure could be made more efficient or effective in
serving CLC Canada, its members and others?

General: 
• Simplify so governance takes less time, energy, and personnel; emphasis on apostolic

action.
• Consider greater use of technology to foster contacts, increase presence/visibility,

improve communications and reduce operational costs.
• We need to review founder John English SJ’s dream for us and his many years of

working with us across the country.
• Centralize Formation, Finance and Communication with Regional Representation. No

Regional Exco only Reg. Rep to National & Reg. Council. Finance direct to National.
• Ensure our structure promotes deep community connections across Canada.

CLC Identity / lack of unity: 
• More interaction and opportunities to learn from one another in different regions.
• Previously, some communities fell apart because they could not distinguish between

CLC and faith sharing groups.  Mission needs to be presented more clearly as a
fundamental part of CLC.

• Now we have more frequent use of technology (Skype and ZOOM) that lends itself to be
a means of straddling our geographic distances more easily…if we want that kind of
renewal, support and energy for and with one another.

• Address (to a greater extent): formation, finances, leadership co-responsibility, and daily
living out of our GPs and Charism.

• Utilizing the Website and Newsletter more for formation and connection.
• Increased resource sharing among Regions.
• Orientation must be that structure always serves the boundless Mission (the building of

the Kingdom, the Christ Project, the Call, etc.)[G.P.#6,8].  Avoid temptation of insisting
on uniformity and inelastic stability.

• The strength of CLC lies in community (love), not necessarily in conformity (letter of the
text) [G.P#2].  And our community begins in our groups.  It all grows out from there,
towards larger and larger circles of community.  This is why the regional division of CLC
Canada has been effective.  Here we have been able to gradually grow our sense of
community to include a larger circle, or web of circles.

• The face-to-face way in which [regions] operate encourages real, human sharing and
relationships, beyond just the “work” that needs to get done. A renewed structure for
CLC Canada needs to take that same dynamic, and help spread it out even further, in
wider and wider circles.

• The role of CLC Canada’s national body should be to promote deep community
connections across the country.  Everything else flows from that.

• Look into how other organizations, like L’Arche or CLC USA, have evolved their structure.
Talk about ways to nurture a Regional identity, simultaneously with a National and
World identity.
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Leadership: 
• Assess regional and national positions, explore duplication of roles, possible

streamlining/ centralization.
• Elder Representative could be more consultative off council.
• More GC representation at regional council gatherings (ie. Zoom) to make national more

visible.
• Reduce or simplify the expectations for leadership roles.
• National leadership should coordinate the missions, goals and objectives of the Regions

to align with the World. Will provide more efficiency, reduce disruptions in formation.
• Regional Rep and a General Council member should meet (via Skype) with new

communities in formation to introduce leadership and present the big picture of CLC
National and World.

• Greater input/consultation between incoming and outgoing Executive members to
improve leadership transitions. Holding one another to the DSSE model.

• Have more nimble, effective organizational relationships. Perhaps simplify our structure
by reducing roles on National and Regional councils.

Renewal and Membership: 
• More Come and See presentations.

Communication: 
• Have communication with members always be meaningful and personal.
• Find ways to help CLC Canada members be more present to each other, not only

through Skype or Zoom.

Formation: 
• Suggestion to revive earlier successful model after Lethbridge Assembly of working

group to share formation across CA with a national co-ordinator and regional co-
ordinator.

• If members in the regions really pray through the CA Formation Program and discern
Personal and Communal Elections would not our hearts be on fire as Ignatius says?

• CLC Canada has one excellent Formation Program for members to discern their lay
vocations. It is true that there needs to be flexibility with regional differences. Is there
monitoring so that groups move smoothly through without getting side-tracked?

• Established Formation Co-ordinators with representation from Regions, with
one representative to General Council.

• When CLC formation diverges from a more unified, well communicated process with
formation goals and objective (whatever model/resources used), it seems to lead to less
unified leadership from one region to another, sense of losing map of way ‘nationally’.

• Leadership Formation Encounter (LFE) of 2007 seen as successful national formation:
a team set fire across Canada for developing leadership through developed modules. It
was ‘glue’ to a national formation.
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• Formators travelling every 2 years to the Regions to offer ‘fire’ where the members live,
offering a unified input and then gathering for a national assembly less often (OR use
technology to gather).  Suggested best use of limited financial resources.

Working Group Recommendations: Short and Long Term Goals 

Short Term Goals 

Encourage communication and collaboration between formation teams. For example, 
invite regional formation teams to share Group Guide formation/support processes or find 
ways to have members in other regions to join local formation events. 
Encourage communication and collaboration between financial teams. Ask members 
involved in regional and national finances to share best practices and fund-raising/fund 
development activities. 
Share good news from Regions across the country. For example, the Rockies Region is 
attracting younger members. Emphasize that this is us – CLC Canada.  
Organize skype/zoom call with all 4 regional Excos to explore how they can help/support 
one another. 
Organize skype/zoom call at National Assembly with members of the World Executive to 
give members an experience of the world body. 

Long Term Goals 

Record our CLC history of the circumstances that led to the development of the 4 regions – 
the events and people involved. Include not only the facts but stories to bring the time 
period to life.  Perhaps a member from the Circle of Elders could take this on. 
Record and treasure Fr. John English’s involvement, influence and mentorship in the 
establishment and building of CLC Canada.  
Establish the role of archivist to gather the above information and also formation 
resources. 
Establish a concrete National formation plan. 
Dig deep and bring into God’s light feelings of fear among the Regions. Fears of entering 
into the changes that may be needed to help CLC Canada grow as more of a National 
community. How much fear is there of a more nationally uniform vision and way of 
proceeding? How much fear is there of a feeling of a loss of Regional autonomy?   
Conduct a review of the organization structure of the four regional Excos and GC and 
determine whether any streamlining is advisable.  
There is a strong link between a strong formation program and health of individual 
communities/regions & sense of the national apostolic body.  Suggest a working group to 
i) look at how CLC Canada’s finances could be aligned to prioritize formation; ii) examine
formation across regions and determine how national can best support formation.
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